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****** The Nestar Text Editor ******

COMMAND SUMMARY

P <range>
f <range>,UNN

Print a range of lines
Print a range of lines without line numhers

W <line>
Print a window around the current line
Print a window around <line>

W <line>!<count> Same, but specify window size

N <count>
Print the next line
Print the next <count> lines

D <range>
D <range>,N

Delete a range of lines (print them first)
Delete a range of lines (don't print them)

nnn text...

0 text...
Insert/delete a single line
Insert after the current line

F/string/ Find the first occurence of "string"
(Any character may be used as the delimiter)

F/string/<range> Find the first occurence in the given range
F/string/,n Find the first n occurences
,F/string/<range>,n Find the first n occurences in the given range
F/string/, Find all occurences
F  Find the next occurence

A <line> BY <inc> Start auto line numbering
A  Resume auto line numbering

CE/strl/str2/<range> Change all occurences of "strl" to "str2'
in the given range. (str2 may be null.)

C <range> TO <lirie> Copy lines? the first new number is <line>.
New line numbers increment by 1.

M <range> TO <line> Move lines. Same as copy, except
<range> is deleted.

R BY <inc>
Renumber the whole file by 10, starting with 10
Renumber by <inc>, starting with <inc>

Clear the editing file.

CASE Change upper/lower case folding

TABS n,m,o. Set tabs (max 8). Defaults are 7,14,18,26,36.

Enter the assembler (G 1160)

Exit to the monitor

<range> can be <line>
or <line>-<line>
or <line>-

or -<line>



or <line>! <couiit>
or -null- (defaults to F-L)

<line> can be <number>

<inc>

<count>

(current line)
(previous line)
(next line)
(first line)
(last line)

<number> can be 0 through 65535

can be 1  through 255

can be 1 through 255

TO or BT can also be

HOME key functions:

1st time: move to start of line
2nd time: move to end of line
3rd time: move to bottom of screen

4th time: move to top of screen

CLEAR key functions;

1st time: clear to end of line
2nd time: clear entire line
3rd time: clear entire screen

Spaces are not required in commands^except to separate
alphabetic keywords. For example, "P10" is ok, but "P l'
requires the blank.


